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13:00 Agenda, milestones, and document status (Chair, 20)
milestones adjusted
RFC4787, NAT UDP published
draft-ietf-behave-tcp-05, in IESG processing
draft-ietf-behave-p2p-state-02, WGLC'd
Application behavior milestone
  (draft-ford-behave-app-05 is the candidate document)

13:20 RFC3489bis (Rosenberg, 15)
draft-ietf-behave-rfc3489bis-06
status: issued WGLC, received a ton of comments

13:35 TURN (Mahy, 25)
draft-ietf-behave-turn-03

14:00 NAT Behavior Discovery (MacDonald, 15)
draft-ietf-behave-nat-behavior-discovery

14:15 ICMP (Wing, 10)
draft-ietf-behave-nat-icmp-03
Status: ready for WGLC?

14:25 end
Working Group Status

- NAT-UDP published (RFC4787)
  - Dates slipped (rfc3489bis, turn, multicast)
  - p2p-state, behavior-discovery added
- -behave-tcp-05 in IESG processing
- -p2p-state WGLC’d
  - Will be revised and WGLC’d again
- Application Milestone
  - draft-ford-behave-app-05